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Truth About The Mark of the Beast.
It is written in the Book that it is sealed to man’s understanding until a particular time in history and for a particular reason, and that those seals could only be loosened with a very particular Key. And as was written, only one person can reveal the name of the Beast 666. So, all of the things you may have heard about what it means, is and has always been, simple childish rubbish. No one even came close. All of this is part of a long historical demonstration, over long periods of time, one of the purposes being is what does judgment mean:—judgment is the ability to plan and bring those plans to fruition over long periods of time which maintain and promote life. This is something that is being developed in man and it takes a long time to develope it.
If one will recall the opening of the Book, they will read:—
Genesis 1:27  So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he them. 
Most readers of the Book, take that as something in the past, when in fact, if one understands the text, that is not true, that is in the future:—
Matthew 11:13  For all the prophets and the law prophesied until John.
Even a complete reading of Isaiah might lead one to the same realization save for one little item. As was written in the Book, and in several places, the Book is sealed to man’s understanding until a particular time in human history. Those seals will be loosened with a very particular Key, and also, a new language would be given to man. Those seals are not magic, they have a provable biological reason. Man is being created, but is not yet created. 
Factually, there are many prophecies in the Book and coming to pass which all refer to the same events, events which actually are leading up to the creation of a Man, a particular kind of man; A man that knows the difference between good an evil, i.e., judgment, and for a particular reason, in order to have dominion over the earth for a particular reason. It is written, as is stated in some places, in “dark sayings” or “dark speeches” i.e., metaphor, all of which are pointing to the same events. Metaphor is used because it takes functional judgment to understand them, a functional judgment which man generally does not have until a certain time in human history. 
Many say that these statements conflict with science, when in fact, they are demonstrable by science. 
A living organism is composed of a number of life support systems, an organization of life support systems, each contributing to the life of the whole in a particular manner. The creation of man, as distinct from other animals, takes a life support system which the lesser animals do not have. Until it is functional in man, man is rated among the other animals. What this means, is that all of mankind which is not capable of judgment, already has the mark of the beast. An animal has up to six of these life support systems, a man is required to have seven. What is the seventh? It is demonstrated by how the Book, itself was written. It uses principles of judgment not functionally resident in the mind of an animal. 
A mind is responsible for the behavior of the body within which it resides. It is wholly linguistic by function. Language is comprised of two, and only two primitive branches; Logics, which are indexing systems and Analogics, the indexed virtual things resident in a mind. Language is effected as standards of behavior, standards of behavior is called Law. A species which does not know the principles of language and cannot demonstrate how to apply them, is not sapient; is not ready either to do its own work, or to work with others. 

Revelation 5:5. And one of the elders saith unto me, Weep not: behold, the Lion of the tribe of Juda, the Root of David, hath prevailed to open the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof. 

It is written in more than one place that at a certain time in human history, one would come to loosen those seals. Until then, no one else could do it. That is just part of a demonstration for man to consider. 

The Scripture has been sealed to mankind for a very long time:

Isaiah 29:10-14 For the LORD hath poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep, and hath closed your eyes: the prophets and your rulers, the seers hath he covered. And the vision of all is become unto you as the words of a book that is sealed, which men deliver to one that is learned, saying, Read this, I pray thee: and he saith, I cannot; for it is sealed:  And the book is delivered to him that is not learned, saying, Read this, I pray thee: and he saith, I am not learned.  Wherefore the Lord said, Forasmuch as this people draw near me with their mouth, and with their lips do honour me, but have removed their heart far from me, and their fear toward me is taught by the precept of men:   Therefore, behold, I will proceed to do a marvellous work among this people, even a marvellous work and a wonder: for the wisdom of their wise men shall perish, and the understanding of their prudent men shall be hid. 

This has also been called the famine of the word. 

Amos 8:11  Behold, the days come, saith the Lord GOD, that I will send a famine in the land, not a famine of bread, nor a thirst for water, but of hearing the words of the LORD: 

Since the time of Christ, there have been no prophets. There have, however, been hordes of self-proclaimed prophets, and people who were bestowed that designation by other men. Each and every one of them, good intentions or not, have only led mankind astray. Prophets do not teach religion, but Law, a law biologically defined by a man doing his own work. The biological definition of a mind is identical to the Plan of God, a functional mind does its own work. 

Mankind knows neither truth nor judgment. So, to help demonstrate that a great work has been done in history and continues to be done; Do you recall; 

John 7:24  Judge not according to the appearance, but judge righteous judgment. 

When you read Genesis 1-3, do you see two stories of creation, a blessing and a curse? There is a great deal in the Book which means the same thing that relation to self is inadmissible, and mankind thinks that Genesis 1-3 is contradictory, let me demonstrate where the real contradiction lays:—

1) The Serpent spoke in the name of the Lord. 
2) What he said came to pass. 
3) God confirmed his words. (this alone, by so called Mosaic Law, makes him a prophet sent by God.)

4) The life of man was increased. 
5) Marriage was attained.
6) Man became like God, knowing the difference between good and evil.
7) Man was sent to have dominion over the earth. 

The ability to repeat what your eyes see, to repeat what you are told, is not judgment; it is determined by what your mind is suppose to see through its ability to do its own work; to judge good from evil. The blessing and the curse are  one and the same thing. By this alone, and from other prophets in the Book, one should realize, mankind is still in the Garden of God, in other terms, man is divided from sapient life in the universe. Mankind has not learnt to distinguish the difference between good and evil; it is a long and slow process of becoming, of being created. 

To demonstrate that this Book is written to also test the heart, or mind of man, let us take a more detailed example from the back of the Book. What does it mean to have but one measure in one’s purse? Is there a single standard upon which all of judgment, all language, is based? Yes, there certainly is.

Truth: An expression of a One to One Correspondence, i.e., the image or the Law of Identity.
The Number Of His Name
“The names of the Bible have been a favorite field for gematry. Most famous is the Number of the Beast, given in the Revelation of St. John (13:18) “Here is wisdom. Let him that has understanding count the number of the beast; for it is the number of a man and his number is six hundred three score and six.” In spite of the innumerable researches on this question through the centuries it seems impossible to arrive at any definite solution. Clearly many names will have the same number. In the violent theological feuds of the Reformation it was a vicious stroke to write the opponent’s name in such a way that his number became the fatal 666 of the beast.” Number Theory and Its History, O. Ore © 1948

Mankind has always used the scripture to justify its own evil. However, reasoning is based on standards of behavior called language, standards of language are based upon a one-to-one correspondence between perception and names. This identity can be expressed in two ways, directly or comparatively. What I mean by this is that we can state an identity in two ways. In the simple, A equals B, and also in the comparative or proportionally, or again metaphorically, as A is to B, so too C is to D. All of language has its foundation in analogy, or again metaphor; as things are in reality, so too are they described linguistically. The inability to maintain the metaphorical, or analogical foundation of language is mental dysfunction. Therefore I will start by disregarding gematry, which is not based upon standards of behavior and hold fast to the standard use of letters for the Hebrew numbering system.

	Letter Name	Sound	Number value
	א Aleph	A,	1.
	ב Beth	B,	2.
	ג Gimel	G,	3.
	ד Daleth	D,	4.
	ה He	H,	5.
	ו Vav	V,	6.
	ז Zayin	Z,	7.
	ח Heth	H,	8.
	ט Teth	T,	9.
	י Yod	Y,	10.
	כ Kaph	K,	20.
	ל Lamed	L,	30.
	מ Mem	M,	40.
	נ Nun	N,	50.
	ס Samekh	S,	60.
	ע Ayin	‘,	70.
	פ Pe	P,	80.
	צ Tsade	Ts,	90.
	ק Qoph	Q,	100.
	ר Resh	R,	200.
	ש Shin	Sh,	300.
	ת Tav	T,	400.
Numerology chart found in From One to Zero. by George Ifrah.

This produces the number 666.
	ת Tav	T,	400.
	ר Resh	R,	200.
	ס Samekh	S,	60.
	ו Vav	V,	6.
Under the standard numbering system, it is the only possible result. 
400, 200, 60, 6. TRSV. 
There is no word listed in the Hebrew Dictionary that I have. In fact, T is an ending of a word. The construction itself, that “the first shall be last and the last shall be first” is telling me the order of the letters. Every name is constructed by a set of letters, upon which order is imposed to make a particular name. This is part of the phonetic place value notational system. This is one time that one is told what order the letters go in. Let us look at another.

Revelation 13:2 And the beast which I saw was like unto a leopard, and his feet were as the feet of a bear, and his mouth as the mouth of a lion: and the dragon gave him his power, and his seat, and great authority.

Who described themselves in the Book using all of these images?

Hosea 13:7-8. Therefore I will be unto them as a lion; as a leopard by the way will I observe them: I will meet them as a bear that is bereaved of her whelps, and will rend the caul of their heart, and there will I devour them like a lion; the wild beast shall tear them.

The beast is described as God, but the text reveals that it is the name of a man.

Revelation 12:18 for it is the number of a man; 

What is the relationship of God to man given in the scripture?

Genesis 1:27 So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he them.

Memory of past experience is a fundamental part of language. For a second time one is being told to turn the letters around. Another statement is given here:—

Revelation 13:14 … “that they should make an image to the beast…”

Language is based upon the image. This is the third time one is told to turn the letters around. 

Revelation 13:18 “Let him that has understanding count the number”

Standards in a language system produce a standard result. In other words, put the numbers in counting sequence—a simple arithmetic convention of counting. This is the fourth time one is told to turn the letters around. Language is based upon stammering, i.e., recursion. All of the principles of language are derived from a one-to-one correspondence with perception, that is called an image. In other words, the image, effects truth as a one-to-one correspondence between reality and perception—so too does language. One is being told that the solution to the puzzle of judgment resides in the image, i.e., Truth.
I will simply reverse the order of the letters, 6, 60, 200, 400, or VSRT. Now what Hebrew word does “VSRT” make? “To shutter” (VSR) with the conversive ending (T, turning the past into the future and the future into the past.) Found in the dictionary written by R. Alcalay. We have been introduced to the shutter before in the text,

And the key of the house of David will I lay upon his shoulder; so he shall open, and none shall shut; and he shall shut, and none shall open.

The key is the image of God, the image which is Truth. Both in the so called O.T and N.T. one was told that some one would be sent that had this key. No one else in history was to solve it before its time. 

What does it mean “to shutter” something? In Scripture, they are a heavily used metaphor. Shutters, gates, doors, windows,—those things which regulate the coming and going of things—i.e. regulate behavior. To shutter something means to regulate its behavior. Language depends upon definition and the sum of definitions. 

Taking the word back to the constituent definition adding the conversive metaphor to it, what do we have?—I will show the results of this double locked metaphor. 
“To regulate one’s behavior so as to turn 
the past into the future and to bring the future to pass.” 

This means the same thing as;

KJV Hebrews 11:1 Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen. 
and also;

Revelation 19:10   And I fell at his feet to worship him. And he said unto me, See thou do it not: I am thy fellow-servant, and of thy brethren that have the testimony of Jesus: worship God: for the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy. 

This test of the mind has left no man guiltless, nor could anyone who is not learned ever solve it. A mind is only as functional as the principles of language, Law, is functionally resident in that mind. This is a simple biological fact concerning the human mind as one among a group of environmental acquisition systems of the human body. It does not matter what words you use, the fact is the same. Its ability to function alone determines if man is cursed or if man is blessed, it alone determines if man is functional or just another beast. The mind regulates behavior through standards of behavior which are learnt by experience in order to maintain and promote our life. Language is the simple establishment of a one-to-one correspondence of perception with symbols for the same purpose of any environmental acquisition system of a living organism. The accomplishment of this product determines if that environmental acquisition system is functional and is doing its job. If it is not functional, then it cannot contribute to the body whole the product of life. That organism is doomed to die. The scriptural metaphors in regard to God, life and death are all derived from biological fact. From this alone one can determine if the source of what appears to be mythology has been in fact generated by a living mind. It proves that whatever men call God, is actually the product of a living organism—not a delusional and dysfunctional mind. It also demonstrates that whatever it is, it has survived a great deal longer than the human species. 

Language is not defective, it is the only power a mind has. The mind can either use that power or it cannot, when it cannot, evil is the only result. The mind is either functional or it is not. A dysfunctional mind does not, can not, produce good.

The mind is responsible for human behavior. The mind does its job wholly through language. There are two primitive branches of language; Logic and Analogic. Moses spoke in Logic, Christ spoke in analogic; by the principles of language both must say the same thing. Language itself is effected as standards of behavior. Standards of behavior is call Law. These laws are not the whims of an alpha animal, these laws are abstracted from our environment. Through language we virtualize our environment in order to maintain and promote life. 

Look at our behavior. Look at the behavior of the world. What do we see?

When one is told not to be a respecter of persons, what did man do? He created gods in his own image. He ran after men who would tell them what to think and do and like pack animals lead them into fighting over human flesh. When the wind blows, which way does the grass bend? Does it bend towards the spirit, or away from it? How different is man from the grass of the field? The grass does not look and discover how to be true, or how to think or act, just like the majority of mankind. How can one claim to see, when they do not even see what is right in front of their face? 

I do not teach religion. I do not teach man to be a respecter of persons, either real or imagined, not even a personification called God. I teach God as Truth. I only teach Truth. Truth is not something one looks for, but something one crafts as the work of man. Truth is how to make of what we see into that which maintains and promotes life on this planet. From the beginning this planet is the promised land. 

Revelation 11:18  18 And the nations were angry, and thy wrath is come, and the time of the dead, that they should be judged, and that thou shouldest give reward unto thy servants the prophets, and to the saints, and them that fear thy name, small and great; and shouldest destroy them which destroy the earth.

Remove first the obstruction from our own eyes. Learn what language is, what it is for, for from it derived the whole of human behavior, behavior aimed at maintaining and promoting life. 

In this regard, Lucid Dreaming has been reintroduced to Mankind on a global scale. It is a place one can model human behavior, human response. A primitive analog language has also been introduced, BAM Basic Analog Mathematics. It is a Universal Analog Language.

The principles of language are the same throughout the heavens, or again, the universe. Therefore, there are standards of sapient behavior, standards which mankind does not measure up to. So many hints were given in the text that God is not a mythical giant in the Universe, but the functional principles of language of a mind. Language is the only thing a mind can do, the only power a functional mind can comprehend. 

KJV John 1:1 In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 

This is just another way of saying;

Definition: A thing is any material within limits, a form, a shape. 

The mind manipulates virtual things, analogs, for the good of life. What are the seven seals? If man does not know what he is, he certainly does not know what his own work is.

Environmental Acquisition Systems.
Revelation 5:6  And I beheld, and, lo, in the midst of the throne and of the four beasts, and in the midst of the elders, stood a Lamb as it had been slain, having seven horns and seven eyes, which are the seven Spirits of God sent forth into all the earth. 
The above is actually a biological metaphor which denotes the difference between animals which do not have the seventh. Seven life support systems, seven means of perception, seven areas of human will. 
Life support systems which are obvious and which abstract from the environment. 

Definition: An environmental acquisition system of a living organism is that system of an organism which must acquire from the environment an element from some thing and process that element which it has acquired for a product that maintains and promotes the life of that organism. 

Those Systems that Acquire Material.
1) The Digestive-System.
2) The Manipulative-System.
3) The Respiratory-System.

Those Systems that Acquire Form.
4) The Ocular-System. 
5) The Vestibular-System.
6) The Procreative-System.
7) The Judgmental-System.

That system, which can be called our self, is that system which is responsible for the behavior of the remaining systems through a function called judgment. Judgment is effected wholly through the artifice of language. Thus, one can list our responsibilities for the rendition of judgment accordingly. 

The Self.
1) The Judgmental-System.
The human mind is wholly linguistic by function. Its product is behavior. The first order of behavior is language itself. Language is effected as standards of behavior. There are two branches of language: 

a) Analogic. The application of forms to standard given material. 
		1) The Digestive-System.
		2) The Manipulative-System.
		3) The Respiratory-System.

b) Logic. The application of materials to standard given forms. 
		1) The Ocular-System.
		2) The Vestibular-System.
		3) The Procreative-System.

Standards of behavior are biologically defined for each and every one of these systems. Those standards are as good as, by example, how far into the future those behaviors maintain and promote life.
Language, or in other words, judgment, is what a mind is biologically defined to do. That is all it can do, if it does anything at all. Currently, man is not linguistic, man is proto-linguistic, man is becoming linguistic, mankind is becoming like God, or in the image of Truth. Until that time, man will suffer all of the calamities of other animals. 


